
BAKHOOR
Scent of Arabia



Made using a technique that mixes
a variety of agarwood in powdered
form, and blending it with fragrant
oils and is cured before before being
molded and pressed into disks.
When fumed, it delivers a linear and
consistent aroma with minimal
woody undertones. Ideally suited for
fans who prefer their choice of
bakhoors to be less woody and
more focused on the chosen scent.

MA’AMOUL OUD BAKHOOR
(MAMOUL)

Prepared by cutting agarwood, into
small wood chips and soaking them
in attar blends, until the fragrant oils
propagate through the wood pores.
Delivers a stronger and more
prominent woody profile. Compared
to Mamoul, this type of bakhoor
achieves the much sought after
woody profile associated with middle
eastern incense.

MO’ATTAR OUD BAKHOOR
(MUATTAR)
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This magnificent creation was developed to satisfy a missing segment in
the oriental incense collection.  It is an Indo-Asian bakhoor infused with
middle eastern notes that have been incorporated to create a “one of a
kind” signature scent.  It combines the best of both perfume cultures.
The complex profile of Mamoul Alia is characterized by strong rose, violet
and floral green notes with a vegetal aquatic accent and sweet and spicy
accords.

MAMOUL ALIA
INDO-ASIAN BAKHOOR

An elegant and soft spoken mood enriching incense that delivers a
distinctive semi floral and sweet aromatic composition.  This creation has
a rich, woody and earthy finish infused with fragrances that produce a
soothing effect.  Basma is classified as an oriental bakhoor with a touch
of West-Asian cultural influences.

MAMOUL BASMA
ORIENTAL SEMI-WEST-ASIAN BAKHOOR

A fresh earthy scent that opens with a unique blend of light citruses and
florals that intertwine with a woody and earthy finish.  This scent creates
a clean fragrance that will awaken and energize the senses.  It’s a
signature oriental creation of delicate woody characteristics that strongly
represents a distinctive Arabian Peninsula heritage scent profile.
This bakhoor is a great choice for homes because it fumes very well and
has a moderate to heavy woody aroma. It can be layered with fragrances
and perfume oils that are not woody enough for your taste.

MAMOUL DAHAB
ORIENTAL SIGNATURE BAKHOOR
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A delicate and lightly fragranced bakhoor with detectable fruity notes of
apples and oranges that give way to a rich agarwood finish.  The
smoldering smoky base of agarwood, cedar and amber create a
sophisticated scent that is evocative of eastern earthy flavors.

This bakhoor is a great choice for homes because it fumes very well and
has a moderate to heavy woody aroma. It can be layered with fragrances
and perfume oils that are not woody enough for your taste.

MAMOUL GHARAM
ORIENTAL BAKHOOR

This is a very traditional oud profile with a delicate and rich scent that has
a pleasing aromatic experience.

The top has a warming note of agarwood that leads to an earthy twist of
cedar and sandalwood. There is a sultry base of musk, agarwood and
vetiver.  Mamoul Oud is a heady scent with a rich and woody depth.

MAMOUL OUD FUME
ORIENTAL RICH HERITAGE SIGNATURE BAKHOOR

This bakhoor has a lightly woody scent that has soft hints of lavender and
patchouli. 

It has been composed to fume a unique cooling flavor of fresh fruity notes,
while still announcing key notes of lavender, and woody accords of
patchouli.  A soft and creamy vanilla combines with sandalwood which
lingers and leaves a memorable aroma.  You will also notice hints of a
soothing marine note that delivers a truly elegant finish.

MAMOUL OUD LAVENDER
FRENCH-ORIENTAL BAKHOOR
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This is classic french perfumery meets authentic oriental intrigue that has
an uplifting and rich expression.

It has been designed to feature the prominent note of patchouli which is
earthy and woody.  There is also hints of sensual florals and musk that
compliment the amber and spicy sweet notes of patchouli.  Once ignited
you will discover an aromatic experience of romantic escapes.

MAMOUL OUD PATCHOULI
FRENCH-ORIENTAL BAKHOOR

This bakhoor is aromatic with soft floral, woody and earthy finishes.  It is
an uplifting signature oud that is the pinnacle of purity, and provides
insight into the beauty of nature and true luxury.  

This Oriental-French creation is distinctly identifiable through its milky
and creamy musk aroma which is complimented by soft floral and fruity
notes. A great choice for oud connoisseurs seeking an “Oriental” incense
that is light on the woody profile.

MAMOUL OUD ROSI MUSK
ORIENTAL FRENCH HOME BAKHOOR

This aromatic, powdery, sweet and earthy creation was developed to
service clientele and oud connoisseurs seeking an aromatic semi-oriental
incense with a non woodsy profile. 

It opens with a unique blend of sweet fruits and greens followed by a mildly
floral heart.  The presence of toffee, moss and leather in the base, adds an
aromatic elegance that creates a clean fragrance which awakens the
senses. 

MAMOUL OUD SAFFRON
SEMI-ORIENTAL FRENCH SIGNATURE BAKHOOR
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This bakhoor is a traditional Khaliji style incense (Eastern Arabia, State of
the Persian Golf) It is a treat for the senses with its aromatic, woody and
earthy nuances. 

Ma’amoul Oud Sarrai is a signature oud with a heritage scent profile that
provides an insight into the beauty of nature and true luxury.  It is the
height of sophistication and a timeless beauty that has a deep but
delicate oriental composition.  Its scent is resonating and endearing and
will forever linger in your memory.

MAMOUL OUD SARRAI
ORIENTAL SIGNATURE HERITAGE BAKHOOR

Developed to represent an elegantly profiled incense with uplifting and
rich aromas that deliver a creamy opening with delectable notes of tart
fruits and florals.  This signature incense is prized for its distinctively soft
musk and vanilla base that is noticeable throughout its burn time.  It is
able to maintain a linear woody and earthy profile amidst the subtle floral
and fruity nuances. Oud Touch Silk is classified as an oriental bakhoor
creation with a distinctive Arabian Peninsula heritage scent profile.

MAMOUL OUD SILK TOUCH
ORIENTAL SIGNATURE BAKHOOR

Centered around the joy and depth of treasured passions, Oud Whisper is
a potent citrus bakhoor that carefully cherishes the nature of true love.  It
is the distinctive note of the geranium leaf that elegantly introduces this
incense.  Patchouli and Virginia cedar are symbols of purity and freshness
that allow the natural and unforgettable scent of oud to create a sincere
memory of true love that lasts forever.

MAMOUL OUD WHISPER
ORIENTAL SIGNATURE WITH FRENCH INFLUENCES
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This bakhoor is delicate and uplifting with a light citrus and gourmand
sweetness that is infused with hints of spice.

It opens with an enigmatic burst of citrus, florals and musk before it
evolves into a woody aromatic heart of shimmering smoky agarwood. The
earthy profile of this bakhoor creates a sophisticated scent that is
evocative of eastern flavors.

MAMOUL REWAYA
ORIENTAL SIGNATURE HOME BAKHOOR

A distinctively elegant incense that was created with a french perfume
twist.  It has an eminent presence of seduction that rises with meticulously
chosen roses which are dreamy, enticing and sultry. 

Indulge in an aromatic experience that is softly spiced with woody accords
of saffron and sandalwood.  Backed with a powerful and earthy oud, the
saffron releases a hint of sweetness that blends perfectly with the soft rosy
accents of Turkish rose.

MAMOUL ROSE OUD FUME
ORIENTAL BAKHOOR WITH A FRENCH TWIST

This is distinctively oriental with a signature heritage infusion of delicate
aromatic spices.  It is minimally fragranced to maintain a traditional appeal
and woody atmosphere.  The initial tantalizing aroma of luscious amber
and deep woody nuances of agarwood will entice you.  It exudes a soft
earthy aroma that journeys into a velvety, ambery and subtle floral fruity
experience.  When you burn this bakhoor, you feel as if you are walking
through a library filled with old books that create a very pleasant scent.

MAMOUL ROYAL AMBER OUD
ORIENTAL HERITAGE SIGNATURE BAKHOOR
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This is a delicate oriental incense that is richly soaked in bergamot, ginger,
rosemary, geranium and nutmeg oils.  The concept behind this creation is
to excite the senses with bright elegance and whimsical charm.  Muattar Al
Haram inspires boldness, unpredictability and vibrant energy.  You will be
transported to a place of serenity with nuances of unique flowers, spices
and woods.

MUATTAR AL HARAM
ORIENTAL SIGNATURE HOME BAKHOOR

This is a traditional Khaliji oud profile (Eastern Arabia, States of the
Persian Gulf) with a delicate and rich agarwood aroma.  It delivers a heady
scent of rich woods that adds depth and intrigue.  The top note of
agarwood leads to an earthy twist of cedar and sandalwood.  This incense
was designed to distribute a soothing ambiance whether you are at home
or at the workplace.

MUATTAR BLACK MUSK
SIGNATURE ORIENTAL HERITAGE BAKHOOR

This incense is a distinct and elegant French creation that was designed
to deliver an uplifting vibe through aromatic florals in an earthy type of
fume. The delicate choice of ingredients revolve around blends of citrus,
roots, spices and herbaceous botanical accords. These accords trigger
emotions associated with an inner calm and energy. Muattar Casa Royal
ends with a wonderfully woody wake that is sure to please everyone.

MUATTAR CASA ROYAL
FRENCH OUD BAKHOOR
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This is a fresh, powdery and musky hallway incense that brings warmth
into your home. It is richly textured with a signature base of moss, musk
and amber that rounds off the opulence of this wonderful creation, and
infuses it with a soothing finish.  It has been meticulously crafted and
balanced to give off a linear and powdery musk fume in order to maintain a
refined world class vibe that is both soothing and relaxed. 

MUATTAR DAZZLING MUSK
ORIENTAL FRENCH OUD BAKHOOR

This is an aromatic semi-sweet incense with a fruity and earthy profile that
is designed to deliver a pleasant and positive vibe when fumed.  The
elegant blend of freesia and jasmine is showered with the freshness of
green apples and zesty oranges.  These fruity notes balance the
sweetness of gourmand accords to deliver a captivating and luxurious
touch of perfection.

This is not a traditional oriental profiled incense.

MUATTAR DESERT NIGHTS OUD
SIGNATURE FRENCH-ASIAN HOME BAKHOOR

This is an elegant and uplifting bakhoor with two main accords of florals
and fruits. It has been developed for fans who like to perfume their homes
with a mildly woodsy oriental incense.  It has been richly soaked in
aromatic blends to achieve a fumed garden effect that has a slightly sweet
fruity nuance which ends with a woody signature profile.  This is
reminiscent of pampered elegance and a lavish lifestyle.

MUATTAR FABULOUS GARDENS
ORIENTAL HOME OUD BAKHOOR
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This is a unique creation that was developed for oud connoisseurs seeking
an aromatic semi-oriental incense with a non-woodsy profile.  It opens with
a blend of sweet fruits and greens that are followed by a mildly floral heart
and creative signature base.  The presence of toffee, moss and leather
adds an aromatic elegance which creates a clean fume that awakens the
senses with whiffs of green accords.

MUATTAR IMPERIAL COURT
FRENCH SIGNATURE BAKHOOR WITH AN ORIENTAL TWIST

This is a French composition of aromatic blends that are brought together
with soothing lavender, oriental oud and warm marine notes for a truly
elegant finish.

The gently sweetened gourmand twist of fruity accords as well the woody
profile of patchouli, announce the key notes of this composition.  Muattar
Lavender Escape provides an insight into the beauty of nature and pure
luxury.

MUATTAR LAVENDER ESCAPE
SIGNATURE FRENCH HOME BAKHOOR

This incense has a powerful oud aroma that is loaded with mild fruits,
woods and a linear citrus profile.  It exudes a welcoming and uplifting
ambiance through its choice of delicate ingredients.  The wood chips, that
have been extracted from the tropical rainforest of Kalimantan Island, are
immersed in a unique aromatic blend of citrus, spices and fruits.  You will
notice the aquatic scent which embraces emotions of calmness and peace.

MUATTAR MALAKI MUMTAZ
ORIENTAL HOME AND PERSONAL BAKHOOR
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This is an “all purpose” generic oriental go to incense (benchmark).  It is a
great everyday choice that is well rounded and moderate in all aspects. It
is punchy, earthy and opens with a unique blend of citruses that are
followed by a mildly diffused heart of Virginia cedar. You will also notice
oud, with its woody base of aromatic outdoorsy freshness, that culminates
a clean and inviting fume.

MUATTAR OUD AL MAJLIS
ALL PURPOSE ORIENTAL OUD BAKHOOR

This bakhoor is richly soaked in delicate perfume oils. It delivers an
aromatic blend of amber and woods that are showered with the freshness
of fruits. These accords are perfectly balanced by the sweetness of apple
to create luxurious perfection.

While burning, the oriental profile of this Muattar delivers a soft powdery
profile that is less woody due to the fruity nuances, which makes this the
perfect choice for those wanting something less woodsy.

MUATTAR OUD AMBER
ORIENTAL HOME BAKHOOR

This is an enigmatic burst of rose, patchouli and musk that evolves into an
aromatic finish of shimmering smoky woods.  It creates a sophisticated
scent that is evocative of eastern flavors. This incense brings out a friendly
social vibe that enhances the ambiance of a private residence without
overpowering visitors. It taps deep within the brains limbic system where
emotions and memories are formed thus creating a welcoming scent.

MUATTAR OUD ANFAS
ALL PURPOSE ORIENTAL OUD BAKHOOR
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This is a delicate heritage creation that revolves around woody and earthy
notes. The oud is from the dark resinous aquilegia and evergreen trees
from Cambodia which delivers an otherworldly aroma that defies
comparisons. It has a spicy and piney scent that has a narcotic allure
which draws you in. Oud Bliss is a luxury of the past, with a signature
scent that resembles a decade of passion for woody oriental treasures.

MUATTAR OUD BLISS
SIGNATURE ORIENTAL HOME BAKHOOR

This bakhoor has the spice cardamom, which is the third most expensive
spice after vanilla and saffron. It is sweet and spicy with woody
undertones, and exudes desire and sensuality. It has been crafted to
promote concentration, and to fortify mental functioning for the mind and
emotions with its fume. As an aphrodisiac, cardamom revives an appetite
for life and awakens ones sensual side.

MUATTAR OUD CARDAMOM
ALL PURPOSE ORIENTAL OUD BAKHOOR

This is a soft and subtle spicy bakhoor that kicks off with labdanum. This
labdanum is extremely tenacious and has a powerful deep, rich, and sweet
balsamic aroma with faint herbaceous nuances. Muattar Oud Aswad is a
chypre blend that imparts a suave sweetness and natural undertone.
Indian agarwood, tonka bean and natural vanilla make up this richly
textured incense and infuses it with a soothing woody finish.

MUATTAR OUD ASWAD
ORIENTAL SIGNATURE OUD BAKHOOR WITH AN INDO TWIST
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This home bakhoor has delicate and uplifting fresh lemon notes which is
accompanied by delicate aromatic fumes of citrus and spices to entice your
senses.

Muattar Oud Infiniti is designed to deliver a signature bakhoor with hints of
oriental nuances without the heavy woody profile, making this an ideal
atmospheric choice for workouts and ritual relaxation.

MUATTAR OUD INFINITI (INTENSE)
SEMI-ORIENTAL SIGNATURE HOME BAKHOOR

This is a sophisticated scent which is evocative of richness that
accompanies eastern flavors.

It is a traditional family recipe consisting of sumptuous rich leafy greens
with a persistent undertone of sweet rose like accords, and has a slight
minty nuance in the fume.  Its tenacity conjures up the redolence of
springtime’s tender green shoots and fresh flowers as nature begins to
yawn, stretch and awaken from a winter slumber.

MUATTAR OUD MAKAREM
ORIENTAL HOME OUD WITH ASIAN-FRENCH INFLUENCES

This is a cool and earthy incense with aromatic and fruity nuances.  Oud
Infiniti, compared to its INTENSE version, was developed to offer a more
woodsy and less citrusy profile. This is a great alternative when in the
mood for working out or perhaps a soothing ritual.  The atmosphere, when
fumed by this incense, leans heavily towards oriental fashioned bakhoors,
and carries a heavier woody profile.

MUATTAR OUD INFINITI
SIGNATURE ORIENTAL HOME BAKHOOR
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This bakhoor is delicate and soft spoken with a mild woody profile that has
subtle hints of nature and fruits. It has been paired with pepper, nutmeg
and pine to evoke a positive and charming effect when fumed. It was
developed to create an enjoyable and uplifting living experience of sensual
delights. The mandarin’s combination of green, tart yet sweet citrusy
accords has a soft floral undertone that is pleasing and inviting.

MUATTAR OUD MANDARIN
ORIENTAL SIGNATURE OUD BAKHOOR SEMI-ASIAN INFLUENCE

Nature wants you to feel like royalty with this perfumers choice. The aroma
will transform your space with a host of benefits for the mind and creative
side, while evoking the sensations of love and desire. It has been crafted
to inspire a connection with others, and to improve self-confidence.
Muattar Oud Rose Vanilla calms the mind and encourages relaxation with
its warm, comforting and emotionally soothing floral accords.

MUATTAR OUD ROSE VANILLA
ALL PURPOSE ORIENTAL OUD BAKHOOR

This is an ultra gentle and delicate incense that has a fresh mild opening of
lemon and green apples. It is composed as a French perfumery inspired
creation to deliver an uplifting vibe through the freshness of vetiver and
musk. There is also the exotic spiciness of nutmeg for a truly elegant
finish. Muattar Oud Senses is reminiscent of a luxurious marbled hallway
that embodies a lavish lifestyle.

MUATTAR OUD SENSES
SIGNATURE FRENCH HOME BAKHOOR
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This composition is a rustic and authentic woody incense with a spiritual
feel that compliments oud fragrances when layered. It is the epitome of
our signature heritage scent with its complex, intense and luxurious
aromatic fume. It has hints of sensual florals, rosemary, cardamom and
musky accords. The notes of labdanum and spicy sweet patchouli pave
the way for a meditative and romantic escape.

MUATTAR OUD SEUFI
SIGNATURE ORIENTAL BAKHOOR

This is a delicate and soft spoken incense that has an aromatic floral
accord with mild spices and woody nuances. It embraces nature with
patchouli, and gentle waves of cashmere wood and papyrus. These
notes slowly grow richer with nuances of sweet woods and leather
which have been infused by the natural fume of rose, amber and musk.

MUATTAR PATCHOULI FUME
SIGNATURE ORIENTAL-FRENCH HOME BAKHOOR

This bakhoor is very aromatic with a sweet and strong floral profile.

It was developed to capture both the Oriental and Asian perfume
influences. While this composition may start a bit aggressive, it quickly
softens to deliver a linear aromatic and floral oud diffusion throughout its
fuming process. At its burnout, Rose Wood Oud leaves a subtle Khaliji
heritage wake (Eastern Arabia, States of the Persian Gulf) that is
wonderfully aromatic.

MUATTAR ROSE WOOD OUD
ORIENTAL BAKHOOR WITH ASIAN INFLUENCES
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This is a cozy signature home composition that evokes a fun and loving
energy, but not in terms of being playful. It has been prepared to use
every day and is an “all around” incense. The wood chips have been
enriched with fine aromatic oils of slightly sweet (fruity) and floral accords
that maintain a wonderful woody signature profile. Muattar Royal Gold is
definitely a treat for the senses.

MUATTAR ROYAL GOLD
ORIENTAL SIGNATURE OUD BAKHOOR

This is a fun, sweet and lively incense. It is our perfumers gift to
clientele and oud connoisseurs seeking a playful and energetic
incense for their daily lifestyles. Mutter Sukkarah is a French creation
that revolves around the two main notes of sugar and candied fruits.

MUATTAR SUKKARAH
GOURMAND (SWEET) FRENCH OUD BAKHOOR

This is a delicate woody incense with rich Oriental and French heritage
nuances. It is aromatic with a floral and fruity aroma that is carried forth by
a mildly sweet and spicy structure.

Muattar Vanilla and Oud delivers the perfect vanilla and mystical agarwood
composition that begins with a warm base. It is layered with a unique blend
of orange and raspberry accords for an exquisite expression of nature that
is reminiscent of a sweet paradise.

MUATTAR VANILLA AND OUD
ORIENTAL-FRENCH HERITAGE BAKHOOR
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This is an aromatic floral hybrid incense of French and Oriental
signatures that encase a musky velvety wake. It is elegant and uplifting
and has a tantalizing aroma of luscious tart elements and deep woody
accords of agarwood. It entices you to discover the crafted fume, which
exudes a soft earthy aroma that journeys to a velvety musk and vanilla
floral escape.

MUATTAR VELVET MUSK
ORIENTAL FRENCH HYBRID BAKHOOR

This delivers an aromatic and brilliant lustrous fume with a mild citrus,
floral and earthy accord. The intriguing scent of gentle oud is crafted
with great care and taste. Marooki wood chips, extracted from the
tropical rainforests of Southeast Asia, have been soaked with a unique
blend of French fragrances that give this creation its unique royalty
vibe.

MUATTAR VIRGINIA MUSK
ORIENTAL ALL-PURPOSE BAKHOOR

This is a traditional bakhoor with a mildly floral and mossy scent
profile. It symbolizes roses that are derived from the land of Taif in
Saudi Arabia. These 30 petal roses are magnificent with a unique and
intense scent. This rich floral and balsamic oud composition is
luxurious and captivating. 

Muattar Ward Fume prides itself on an exceptionally woody-rosy scent
that is unmatchable in quality and composition.

MUATTAR WARD FUME (FLORAL)
ORIENTAL HERITAGE BAKHOOR
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The power of scent, along with
artfully placed displays of
fruits, colorful blooms, and
even music, all combine to
create a feeling of
contentment.  That feeling can
be of pampered elegance or
the comforts of home.

bakhoor

A home is more than just a
dwelling place, it’s an
enjoyable experience that is
marked by an amalgam of
sensual delights that create a
feeling of comfort, intimacy,
tranquility and safety. Your
home is filled with memories
that spin the unique narrative
of specific places at certain
moments in time.



Maison d'Orient
O P U L E N T  C H O I C E S

FILL YOUR HOME
WITH LUXURIOUS
SCENTS OF ARABIA

WWW.BAKHOOR.ONLINE

bkhoor


